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Missions to NEOs, ISOs, & LPCs

● Proposal timelines

● Target detection

● Rapid response concepts

● Challenges & Outlook



Donitz et al. (2020). Blue Sky Study Report, JPL Internal, Available upon request.

Traditional mission planning sequence

Project milestones



Donitz et al. (2020). Blue Sky Study Report, JPL Internal, Available upon request.

Example: NASA Juno Mission (Jupiter)

NASA/ Bill Ingalis

20112011Prehistoric times 2004 onwards1980’s +
Selected 2004

NASA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1998 – INSIDE Jupiter mission selected as finalist for Discovery call 7/8. Ultimately not selected (PI Edward Smith, JPL; RIP 2019)2003 – National academies suggests Jupiter Polar Obriter with Probes as topic



Proposal timelines - NASA

● Discovery or New Frontiers (up to $1 Billion USD):
● New mission selected every 2 to 5 years
● Launch dates 5-10 years post-selection
 Overall:  10 -15yrs +

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Would benefit, e.g, Planetary Defense by assessing physical properties at different types of PHAsRestrictions on rideshare missionsSize, weight, convenient time/placeRecommend adding an additional bullet before this that says something like "OCCS are foundational target but New Frontiers or Discovery AOs not conducive to exploration" I'm concerned that we are going to push smallsat too hard and the point that we're also (maybe even primarily) advocating for a Discovery/NF shift because we could deliver amazing science in that cost category if the AO would permit. Jumping to smallsat too quickly I'm concerned will make it look like we are ONLY advocating for smallsat exploration, which we are not



Proposal timelines - NASA

● Discovery or New Frontiers (up to $1 Billion USD):
● New mission selected every 2 to 5 years
● Launch dates 5-10 years post-selection
 Overall:  10 -15yrs +

● SmallSat missions: ~$55-100 M USD
● Ride-alongs for Discovery, New Frontiers
● No dedicated launch vehicle!
●  Risk: launch delay for Psyche  smallsat EscaPADE delayed by yrs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Would benefit, e.g, Planetary Defense by assessing physical properties at different types of PHAsRestrictions on rideshare missionsSize, weight, convenient time/placeRecommend adding an additional bullet before this that says something like "OCCS are foundational target but New Frontiers or Discovery AOs not conducive to exploration" I'm concerned that we are going to push smallsat too hard and the point that we're also (maybe even primarily) advocating for a Discovery/NF shift because we could deliver amazing science in that cost category if the AO would permit. Jumping to smallsat too quickly I'm concerned will make it look like we are ONLY advocating for smallsat exploration, which we are not



Proposal timelines
ESA – Rosetta (9 yrs approval  launch)
● 1970’s – first Rosetta mission concepts
● 1986 – Comet Haley global campaign
● 1993 – Mission approved
● 2004 – Launch

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rosetta to ’67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko’Hayabusa2 to



Proposal timelines
ESA – Rosetta (9 yrs approval  launch)
● 1970’s – first Rosetta mission concepts
● 1986 – Comet Haley global campaign
● 1993 – Mission approved
● 2004 – Launch

JAXA – Hayabusa2 (7 yrs)
● 2007 – study began for follow-up to Hayabusa
● 2009 – Hayabusa2 mission concept
● 2010 – JAXA approves mission
● 2014 – Launch
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Proposal timelines
ESA – Rosetta (9 yrs approval  launch)
● 1970’s – first Rosetta mission concepts
● 1986 – Comet Haley global campaign
● 1993 – Mission approved
● 2004 – Launch

JAXA – Hayabusa2 (7 yrs)
● 2007 – study began for follow-up to Hayabusa
● 2009 – Hayabusa2 mission concept
● 2010 – JAXA approves mission
● 2014 – Launch

+ Frequent collaborations between ESA, JAXA, & NASA. (instruments, data, etc)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rosetta to ’67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko’Hayabusa2 to



Donitz et al. (2020). Blue Sky Study Report, JPL Internal, Available upon request.

Traditional mission planning sequence

Project milestones???



European Southern Observatory / M. Kornmesser

2I/Borisov
Detection:   Aug 2019
Perihelion:  Dec 2019

1I/’Oumuamua
Detection:    Oct 2017
Perihelion: Sept 2017
(detected after perihelion) Detection:  May 2017

Perihelion: Dec 2022

Missed Opportunities?

Meech et al. (2017); "MPEC 2019-S72 : 2I/Borisov = C/2019 Q4 (Borisov)“
"MPEC 2017-N26 : COMET C/2017 K2 (PANSTARRS)"

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discovery shortly before--OR EVEN AFTER--perihelionK2 there was definitely enough time to reach . the other two are less clear.



NEOs / potentially hazardous asteroids 
Near miss?

Image: wiki  user Tomruen

Asteroid 2019 OK 
Discovered day before perihelion
0.00048 AU  (1/5 distance to moon)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discovery shortly before--OR EVEN AFTER--perihelionK2 there was definitely enough time to reach . the other two are less clear.



How far in advance can we detect 
NEOs, ISOs, & LPCs?



Some sky survey telescopes

PanSTARRS 1 & 2
● Hawaii, 2008-present
● Discovers >50% of new NEOs, comets (IfA)
● Apparent magnitude 24 Inst. for Astronomy

Vera C. Rubin Observatory 
● Chile, estimated 2023
● Will catalog 61% of all NEOs that are > 140m
● Apparent magnitude ~24 (single), 27 (stacked)

LSST Project / NSF / AURA



Brightness impacts detectability

Active comets – brighter, long tail More asteroidal – dimmer, lower albedo



Detecting NEOs, ISOs, and LPCs
● LPC’s (Wilman Jr, 1995; Castillo-Rogez+, 2018)

3-5 yr detection window
before perihelion

Willman Jr (1995).
Castillo-Rogez et al. (2019) AAS. 



Detecting NEOs, ISOs, and LPCs
● LPCs:   several per year, 3-5yrs before perihelion

● ISO’s:   1-2 per year with the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (Trilling + 2017; Hoover + 2022)



Detecting NEOs, ISOs, and LPCs
● LPCs:   several per year, 3-5yrs before perihelion
● ISO’s:   1-2 per year with the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (Trilling + 2017; Hoover + 2022)

● NEO’s:
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Traditional mission planning sequence

Project milestonesPROBLEM



Solution: 
Rapid response missions



Donitz et al. (2020). Blue Sky Study Report, JPL Internal, Available upon request.

Changing the paradigm



Rapid response architectures and Concept Studies 

A. Ground storage
Launch on detection

+ ground storage



“Bridge” concept (2019 Planetary Science Summer Seminar)

1st flyby of a yet-to-be discovered ISO

Approach: Main spacecraft + autonomous impactor
Wait in ground storage until target detection

Science: Chemical & isotopic composition incl. organics, & geologic morphology

Payload: Camera, impactor, near-IR, mid-IR, UV point spectrometers

Preliminary cost estimate by JPL Team-X between Discovery- and NF-class
Moore et al. (2021). Planetary & Space Science



Rapid response architectures and Concept Studies 

B. Parking orbit
Launch then wait
e.g. Comet Interceptor

A. Ground storage
Launch on detection
e.g. BRIDGE concept

+ ground storage

(parking orbit)



Comet Interceptor (ESA/JAXA)

1st encounter with a dynamically new LPC or ISO

Approach: Main spacecraft + 2 smaller probes
Parking orbit (Sun-Earth L2). 

Short period comet as backup after 3yr

Science: 3D profile of surface & coma composition, shape, & structure

Payload: multiple cameras, spectrometers, dust, and plasma instruments 

Developed under ESA’s Fast-Class program  — cost ~roughly equivalent to Discovery
Jones, G. et al. Comet Interceptor: A Mission to a Dynamically New Solar System Object. Phase B Proposal. See also https://www.cometinterceptor.space/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Secondary payload to the ARIEL telescope$170M USD for spacecraft bus (does not include science instruments or launch)Will wait for up to 3 years to find an LPC or ISOhttps://h2061-tlse.sciencesconf.org/data/pages/4.13_Bannister_H2061.pdf



Rapid response architectures and Concept Studies 

B. Parking orbit
Launch then wait
e.g. Comet Interceptor

C. Build on detectionn
e.g. Xenia concept

A. Ground storage
Launch on detection
e.g. BRIDGE concept

+ ground storage

(parking orbit)



SmallSats: Xenia concept to Comet K2 (FY19 JPL study)

1st in situ exploration of an Oort Cloud Comet

Approach: Twin smallsats (block redundancy) 
Build, test, & launch in < 2yrs!  

Science: Protoplanetary disk temperature
Nucleus jet activity

Payload: UV spectrometer (isotopes) + 
High-res camera 

Twin SmallSats, shown w/ Hale-Bopp  (Artist Conception)

Donitz et al. (2020). IEEE Aerospace Conference Proceedings

Consistent w/ increased SIMPLEx cap, but required dedicated, large launch vehicle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
50-80km nucleusPerihelion Dec 2022~2.1-2.3 Au from Earth & Sun



Rapid response missions to ISOs, LPCs, and NEOs are feasible.

How can we enable them over the coming decade?



Programmatic
Challenges:
○ LPCs, ISOs, & NEOs are only discoverable shortly before perihelion
○ Current opportunities are too restrictive (cadence, LV, regulations)

Approach: Rapid response architectures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Julie: planetary defense also wants swarm architectures, but only for specific measurements (e.g. bistatic radar). Could have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into itBenji:�For instance integrating heat pipes or radiators into primary structure. Integrating fluid loops into prop tanks. A lot of this can be enabled by additive manufacturing which could also be mentioned hereThere are two big things that technology can do generally. A technology could enhance a mission which might mean yes if we can reduce the mass of a spacecraft then we can allocate more mass to the payload, thus enhancing the mission. Alternatively, a new technology can enable the mission entirely. It's possible that this technology could enable missions to or beyond the main belt.I'd say in the scope of ISO or OCC exploration, we're mostly in the realm of enhancing the mission but its possible that additive manufacturing (maybe should be its own line) could enable rapid response by rapidly producing flight hardware. we could build to print our prop tank to just the right spec.Scope:Increased autonomyAutonav capabilitySelective data returnReduce strain on DSN/operatorsSpacecraft-to-spacecraft communication SmallSats in particular:Telecom (e.g. deployable HGAs; most are currently low TRL)Multi-functional components (enables high-energy density s/c; currently low TRL)



Programmatic
Challenges:
○ LPCs, ISOs, & NEOs are only discoverable shortly before perihelion
○ Current opportunities are too restrictive (cadence, LV, regulations)

Approach: Rapid response architectures

Recommendations:

● Evaluate implications of proposals with unspecified targets & dedicated LVs

● Assess procurement for dedicated vehicles & long lead items – “pool of parts”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Julie: planetary defense also wants swarm architectures, but only for specific measurements (e.g. bistatic radar). Could have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into itBenji:�For instance integrating heat pipes or radiators into primary structure. Integrating fluid loops into prop tanks. A lot of this can be enabled by additive manufacturing which could also be mentioned hereThere are two big things that technology can do generally. A technology could enhance a mission which might mean yes if we can reduce the mass of a spacecraft then we can allocate more mass to the payload, thus enhancing the mission. Alternatively, a new technology can enable the mission entirely. It's possible that this technology could enable missions to or beyond the main belt.I'd say in the scope of ISO or OCC exploration, we're mostly in the realm of enhancing the mission but its possible that additive manufacturing (maybe should be its own line) could enable rapid response by rapidly producing flight hardware. we could build to print our prop tank to just the right spec.Scope:Increased autonomyAutonav capabilitySelective data returnReduce strain on DSN/operatorsSpacecraft-to-spacecraft communication SmallSats in particular:Telecom (e.g. deployable HGAs; most are currently low TRL)Multi-functional components (enables high-energy density s/c; currently low TRL)



Engineering

Challenges:
○ Rapid spacecraft development, certification, and launch

■ NASA: Long Phase A/B - each mission mostly re-designed from scratch

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example for changing paradigm is Psyche which is using an SSL/Maxar commercial bus with JPL avionics. Earth science missions also use commercial buses etc sometimesCrosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Could have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into it



Engineering

Challenges:
o Rapid spacecraft development, certification, and launch

o NASA: Long Phase A/B - each mission mostly re-designed from scratch

Recommendations:

● Spacecraft standardization - e.g. modular bus, interfaces & software blocks
● Multi-functional components (low TRL)
● Fast but reliable testing approach

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example for changing paradigm is Psyche which is using an SSL/Maxar commercial bus with JPL avionics. Earth science missions also use commercial buses etc sometimesCrosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Could have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into it



Technology
Challenges:
○ Navigation at NEOs, LPCs, and ISOs is very challenging 
○ Smallsats can assist, but have intrinsic limitations (e.g. propulsion)

Approach:
○ Multi-spacecraft architectures  increase science return
○ Autonomy  improve navigation & decrease risk 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Julie: planetary defense also wants swarm architectures, but only for specific measurements (e.g. bistatic radar). no, there are major gaps; for example, AutoNav is very taxing on operations, which is kind of ironic but a key reason why people don't want to use it. We need a dedicated OpNav camera for that.Long-cruise missions in the outer solar system (which does not necessary apply here, but for example) would require an atomic clock combined with the OpNav camera.I can be more specific if needed.In order to obtain the dataset of images for AutoNav, the spacecraft needs to survey the sky. This is onerous from an ops standpoint and one reason why expensive missions will not use it. Furthermore, because nav is a critical function, a second imager is needed for block redundancy. Lastly, in certain situations, you don't necessarily want your science imager serving two critical functions. So the case you describe works for a limited range of missions.Just to clarify, when proposing to Class B mission, it is a requirement to have two imagers.Ahh you are right that New Horizons did have two imagers that could both do OpNav. I worked ops for the kuiper belt object encounter and we did only use the narrow angle imager (LORRI) for opnav then, but would've switched to the wide angle imager if LORRI failed. I see now how two imagers is required but for these missions I think the narrow angle higher resolution imager will similarly need to be the baseline planned opnav imager with a secondary maybe wider angle imager as a backupCould have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into itBenji:�For instance integrating heat pipes or radiators into primary structure. Integrating fluid loops into prop tanks. A lot of this can be enabled by additive manufacturing which could also be mentioned hereThere are two big things that technology can do generally. A technology could enhance a mission which might mean yes if we can reduce the mass of a spacecraft then we can allocate more mass to the payload, thus enhancing the mission. Alternatively, a new technology can enable the mission entirely. It's possible that this technology could enable missions to or beyond the main belt.I'd say in the scope of ISO or OCC exploration, we're mostly in the realm of enhancing the mission but its possible that additive manufacturing (maybe should be its own line) could enable rapid response by rapidly producing flight hardware. we could build to print our prop tank to just the right spec.Scope:Increased autonomyAutonav capabilitySelective data returnReduce strain on DSN/operatorsSpacecraft-to-spacecraft communication SmallSats in particular:Telecom (e.g. deployable HGAs; most are currently low TRL)Multi-functional components (enables high-energy density s/c; currently low TRL)



Technology
Challenges:
○ Navigation at NEOs, LPCs, and ISOs is very challenging 
○ Smallsats can assist, but have intrinsic limitations (e.g. propulsion)

Approach:
○ Multi-spacecraft architectures  increase science return
○ Autonomy  improve navigation & decrease risk 

Recommendations:
○ Concept studies to de-risk multi-spacecraft architectures
○ Technology maturation (autonomy, navigation, manufacturing)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Julie: planetary defense also wants swarm architectures, but only for specific measurements (e.g. bistatic radar). no, there are major gaps; for example, AutoNav is very taxing on operations, which is kind of ironic but a key reason why people don't want to use it. We need a dedicated OpNav camera for that.Long-cruise missions in the outer solar system (which does not necessary apply here, but for example) would require an atomic clock combined with the OpNav camera.I can be more specific if needed.In order to obtain the dataset of images for AutoNav, the spacecraft needs to survey the sky. This is onerous from an ops standpoint and one reason why expensive missions will not use it. Furthermore, because nav is a critical function, a second imager is needed for block redundancy. Lastly, in certain situations, you don't necessarily want your science imager serving two critical functions. So the case you describe works for a limited range of missions.Just to clarify, when proposing to Class B mission, it is a requirement to have two imagers.Ahh you are right that New Horizons did have two imagers that could both do OpNav. I worked ops for the kuiper belt object encounter and we did only use the narrow angle imager (LORRI) for opnav then, but would've switched to the wide angle imager if LORRI failed. I see now how two imagers is required but for these missions I think the narrow angle higher resolution imager will similarly need to be the baseline planned opnav imager with a secondary maybe wider angle imager as a backupCould have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into itBenji:�For instance integrating heat pipes or radiators into primary structure. Integrating fluid loops into prop tanks. A lot of this can be enabled by additive manufacturing which could also be mentioned hereThere are two big things that technology can do generally. A technology could enhance a mission which might mean yes if we can reduce the mass of a spacecraft then we can allocate more mass to the payload, thus enhancing the mission. Alternatively, a new technology can enable the mission entirely. It's possible that this technology could enable missions to or beyond the main belt.I'd say in the scope of ISO or OCC exploration, we're mostly in the realm of enhancing the mission but its possible that additive manufacturing (maybe should be its own line) could enable rapid response by rapidly producing flight hardware. we could build to print our prop tank to just the right spec.Scope:Increased autonomyAutonav capabilitySelective data returnReduce strain on DSN/operatorsSpacecraft-to-spacecraft communication SmallSats in particular:Telecom (e.g. deployable HGAs; most are currently low TRL)Multi-functional components (enables high-energy density s/c; currently low TRL)



Outlook



2023-2032 Planetary Science & Astrobiology Decadal Survey

Coordinated white paper campaign (Donitz et al., Meech et al., Moore et al., +)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example for changing paradigm is Psyche which is using an SSL/Maxar commercial bus with JPL avionics. Earth science missions also use commercial buses etc sometimesCrosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Could have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into it



2023-2032 Planetary Science & Astrobiology Decadal Survey

Coordinated white paper campaign (Donitz et al., Meech et al., Moore et al., +)

Achieved policy success!

“Recommendation: In the coming decade, NASA 
should develop an approach for a rapid response, 
flyby characterization of emerging, short-warning-time 
(< 3 years) threats and science opportunities" 

Recommended: 50% increase in cost cap for small sats
Increased investment in autonomy tech

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example for changing paradigm is Psyche which is using an SSL/Maxar commercial bus with JPL avionics. Earth science missions also use commercial buses etc sometimesCrosslink = spacecraft to spacecraft. Spacecraft to spacecraft communication would help for autonomous, cooperative science planning.Could have a standard bus and integrate any number of instruments without having to re-write flight software basicallyDeployable HGAs: There are some. Some are Ka- some are X-band. Most are low TRL. Few have flight heritage. This was a challenge during Xenia. We look at the TENDEG KaTenna. There's also a Harris L3 antenna for CubeSats which I believe has some DoD flight heritage but there wasn't much available when I originally looked into it



European Southern Observatory / M. Kornmesser 

Outlook
NEOs, ISOs, and LPCs are high-value targets

● Require a rapid response architecture
● Mission concept studies demonstrate feasibility at a range of cost caps

BUT current programmatic constraints create challenges

Coordinated effort by the scientific community can make these missions a reality.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
infusion is putting technologies at TRL 6 on a mission for the first time.in general there's an issue with the fact that many useful technologies are stuck at TRL 4 with no path to flight��but deployment from a parking orbit may programmatically preferred



Questions?
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